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Executive Summary

Why are gamechanging military technologies easier to regulate in some cases than others in
international relations? This report argues that beliefs about an unpredictable future security
environment can override pressing issues of the day, potentially derailing cooperative solutions to
arms control problems. Concerns about institutional lock-in can sometimes prevent states from
locating acceptable arrangements, even when cooperation would be mutually beneficial. I provide
an illustration of this mechanism using a simple game theoretic model and conclude with policy
implications.

The theory has implications for multilateral negotiation over military conduct in cyberspace, of
particular importance to the United States-Russia-China strategic relationship. Beliefs can only
be altered through demonstration and experience, yet the learning process with respect to military
technologies can be costly – in economic, escalatory, and potentially human life terms. Given
the role played by risk aversion in failed negotiations, this report recommends the incorporation of
flexibility provisions (duration provisions, withdrawal provisions, and/or escape hatches) in future
treaty proposals. Flexibility provisions contain the best of both worlds: they are precise but
impermanent, and can entice reticent states to the negotiating table.

The Problem: Failure to Converge on Mutually Beneficial Norms of
Conduct in Cyberspace

Computer network attacks (CNA), popularly termed “cyberattacks” in the Western world, are a
growing threat to international stability. By some estimates, the global annual cost of cyberattacks
will come to $6 trillion by 2021 [Morgan (2016)]. Not all (or even a majority) of these attacks
originate with states, but states are ultimately responsible for managing the shared cyberspace
domain. And yet despite the international community’s collective interest in mitigating economic
damage and minimizing the risk of military escalation, consensus on how to regulate this space has
thus far proven elusive. This is even true for nontraditional uses of the information space outside of
pure CNA.1 Arms control negotiations over military operations in cyberspace, potentially the riskiest
area of all, have fared no better: the Russian Federation first brought the issue of digital security
to the United Nations (UN) General Assembly in 1998,2 but, 20 years later, no comprehensive
regulatory framework yet exists even as concerns about crisis instability mount.
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Today, espoused positions on the nascent cyber regime can be divided rough into two camps –
East and West, although parties within these camps have important and varied differences that
should not be understated. On the one hand, western policymakers and pundits have described
cyberspace as “uncharted waters” [Rucker and Nakashima (2013)] or a new “wild west” [G-20
Summit (2018), Perlroth and Sanger (2015)] suggesting they perceive it as a lawless arena. On
the other, US negotiators have firmly taken the position that cyberspace is a global commons and,
as such, existing international law – specifically customary law on the use of force – applies by
extension. The US approach to cyber operations is aggressive but tightly-controlled, cognizant that
behavioral norms emerge from state practice in incipient stages [Segal (2016)]. The downside of
this approach is that the laws of war say nothing about malicious attacks below the legally accepted
threshold for self-defense [e.g. Kilovaty and Mann (2016)]. By contrast, Russia and China have
taken contrary positions, calling for a comprehensive cyber treaty. The downside of this approach
is that definitional, philosophical, and strategic differences [Giles and Hagestad (2013)]have made
large-scale multilateral cooperation infeasible. Thinkers on the US side have gone so far as to call
a cybersecurity treaty a “pipe dream” [Segal and Waxman (2011)].

While cooperation has to some extent been possible within each camp, a global cybersecurity
regime has not taken full shape.3 There have been some limited successes. Some experts were
optimistic after a number of normative breakthroughs in 2015 [Healey and Maurer (2017), but
negotiations by the UN Group of Governmental Experts (GGE) finally broke down in 2017 when
international delegates were unable to compile a consensus report [Korzak (2018); Schmitt and
Vihul (2017)]. Beyond discussions in international fora, there have been a number of Track I and
Track 1.5 dialogues between the US and China and the US and Russia, respectively. The latter two
countries saw progress on confidence-building measures and appropriate use during the Medvedev
administration, but talks broke down subsequent US-imposed sanctions over the Ukraine crisis.
Segal (2016) describes secret disarmament talks between the US and Russia that occurred in 1996,
and points out that Russia has forwarded numerous draft treaties for US consideration. Whether
for principled or strategic reasons, the US has thus far rejected these proposals.

The failure of states to agree on even a basic framework for cyber arms control is hardly sui generis,
although elements of the technology are unique. Arms control cooperation has proven difficult on
many occasions in recent history. Scholars have cited distrust [Jervis (1978)], monitoring problems
[Fairbanks and Shulsky (1987)], misperceptions [Grynaviski (2014)], selection effects [Fearon (1998);
Downs, Rocke, and Barsoom (1996)], and enforcement problems as leading drivers of failure. But to
imagine failure as endemic to arms control efforts would be a mistake: there exist many examples
where arms control was successful.4 This is true even for extremely sensitive technologies where the
salience of national interests is expected to be most heightened, such as the Nuclear Nonproliferation
Treaty (NPT). What explains the success of some treaty proposals and not others? Or, better-stated
since such arms reduction is always weakly preferred to arms races, why do states sometimes fail to
cooperate when mutually beneficial solutions are available?

Successful arms control is not always related to wartime experience, although bad experiences
can reinforce or further incentivize a norm. For example, the Hague Conventions of 1899 and
1907, ratified by 31 and 35 states, respectively, explicitly banned the use of asphyxiating shells
and poisonous weapons prior to the First World War [Brown (2005); Mazanec (2015)].5 The first
chemical warfare pact between two adversaries came much earlier, in 1675, before such weapons
were widely feasible [Zanders (2003)]. The Hague 1899 also temporarily proscribed the discharge
of explosive ordnance from balloons, presaging aerial bombing four years before the first airplane
successfully took flight [Mazanec (2015)]. A decade after the first space launches but two years before
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the first moon landings, the 1967 Outer Space Treaty (OST) outlawed the stationing of weapons
of mass destruction or military personnel on the moon [Banner (2008); McDougall (1997)].6 In the
context of cyber conflict, Jason Healey describes the initial “realization” of cyber warfare as having
occurred in the 1980s [Healey (n.d.); Healey and Grindal (2013)], meaning states have had four
decades of experience and still cannot agree on a cohesive regulatory framework.

Nor can successful agreements be fully explained by national interests as a function of the current
balance of power: several important nuclear weapons treaties were signed between the US and Soviet
Union during the Cold War, despite the US’ short-lived numerical advantage, need for a European
deterrent in light of its conventional inferiority in that theater, and reliance on a counterforce
strategy requiring massive nuclear stockpiles [Norris and Kristensen (2010); Freedman (2003)].
The answer may partly be explained by the selection issues identified by Fearon and others
[Fearon (1998); Downs, Rocke, and Barsoom (1996)] – namely, when negotiating parties anticipate
noncompliance and therefore opt out in advance – but this is only part of the story.

In fact, actions must also be explained by a different kind of risk-aversion: beliefs and expectations
about the future security environment, which states worry about but cannot know with certainty.
Interests can fluctuate in such environments. Even in the past few years, the triangular relationship
between Russia, China, and the US over cyberspace norms has shifted: China seems to have begun
to move closer to the US’ position on some issues (viz. industrial cyber espionage7), whereas
newer developments (such as influence operations) have caused Western experts to question their
assumptions about the Internet as a force for liberalization. Because the future environment is
impossible to forecast with complete accuracy, states run the risk of agreeing to terms today that
later prove disadvantageous.

Fear of the Future as a Source of Bargaining Failure

How do expectations about the future security environment cause bargaining failure? I provide an
informal game theoretic illustration, accompanied by a formal analysis in the appendix. Imagine
two players engaged in a bargaining situation. Each player considers how much to invest in an
arms control package and how to design it – which weapons systems should receive coverage, how
strict to make the obligations, whether to include invasive monitoring provisions, and so on – and
players then consider one another’s proposals. Negotiations continue until players locate a mutually
satisfactory constellation of terms, in which case a regime emerges, or quit, in which case the space
remains ungoverned.

When considering proposals, each player looks “down the game tree” so to speak, calculating whether
she could do better over the long-run if terms were adjusted, and whether her opponent would
accept such an adjustment. For example, suppose Player A expects Player B’s industrial capacity
to increase over the next 10 years, making it easier for B to acquire more of weapon system x relative
to A’s arsenal. All else equal, A might thus reason that a rigid arms limitation treaty would be in
her favor and push for such terms.

However, recall that it takes two to solidify a bargain. This implies that, among rational
self-interested actors, bargains are only reached in situations of mutual optimism or out of mutual
necessity, and only when solving today’s problems is prioritized over potential problems over the
horizon. This is doubly true in security spaces, where the salience of strategic interests is maximized.
Arms races are expensive and potentially deadly. This problem is seriously compounded when Player
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Figure 1: Period Game
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A has uncertainty not only of B’s future potential, but her own as well. Player A might worry about
an economic recession, an unanticipated, incremental technological breakthrough by B, a leadership
change in B that undoes previous cooperation, or a doctrinal innovation that gives B a comparative
advantage in producing or fielding the weapon in question. Moreover, Player A may worry that her
counterpart B has a more accurate vision of the future than she does – heightening suspicion over
B’s proposals.

In Figure 1, I present a simple repeated cooperation game in normal-form. Player A earns a payoff
of zA(γ) when B agrees to an arms control framework and cooperates. Her payoff is a function
of γ, the specific terms of that framework. Conversely, she earns bA if neither player cooperates,
and twice that if B abides by the terms while she violates them. The game is repeated for infinite
periods, and players decide whether to cooperate with jointly optimal terms (γ) or not.

As the results in the analytical appendix show, A’s (and reciprocally B’s) willingness to cooperate,
as well as the acceptable range of terms, depends crucially on the probability each assigns to b – the
value of action in unregulated space. Should A expect environmental circumstances to change such
that arms buildup is preferable to arms control, the less restrictive the arrangement she will find
acceptable. Similarly, should A perceive that B believes the same, she may doubt the ability of the
arms control regime to bind her opponent in the long-run. Either scenario can cause the collapse of
negotiations that at present seem mutually beneficial. Even where bargains are struck, unanticipated
technological breakthroughs can later disrupt them by altering beliefs about the potential of that
technology and the applicability of the extant regime, as in the case of cybersecurity.

The difficulty of attaining regulatory consensus, short of immediate and overriding necessity,
stems from the fact that states are reluctant to bind themselves to terms that may later prove
disadvantageous. The alternative is to not bind oneself at all. Both entail costs, both to the
individual and international society. But a third way exists: to make obligations temporary or
provisional. By allowing rules to be revisited and renegotiated at discrete periods, bargaining
parties’ incentive structures are positively altered. This is especially important in de novo arenas
(like cyber), where norms and expectations have not yet had a chance to converge: here, risk and
suspicion is maximized. Agreements that solve present problems become more attractive when their
downstream effects can be limited.
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A Way Forward: Policy Recommendations

One way states have circumvented selection problems has been to focus on norm-building, an
approach the US has taken in cyberspace. Norms, while helpful, operate as general guidelines
and lack the bindingness of treaties or customary law. They therefore do little to dampen mistrust
when it exists at high levels. The solution, I argue, is in achieving strictness without permanency.
Flexibility provisions – duration clauses, escape hatches, and withdrawal provisions. Much research
exists suggesting flexibility plays an important role in international cooperation [Koremenos (2005);
Neumayer (2007)]. These can mitigate selection pressures and alleviate fears about future unknowns,
enabling states to tackle more immediate issues. Recalling the model, if players were permitted to
revisit negotiations at discrete periods following a dramatic shift in the security environment, they
might be more willing to cooperate in the near term.8

As the model illustrates, beliefs and expectations about the future of the security environment may
play an important role in the success or failure or arms control negotiations. Fears can either be
aggravated or assuaged depending on which proposals on the table. What did the Hague Conventions
and Outer Space Treaty have in common that allowed states to successfully spell out regulations for
certain weapons prior to widespread experience with those weapons?9 For one, they were eminently
flexible compacts. The Hague Convention contained a duration provision, banning aerial bombing
for only five years (at which time states could revisit the issue and renegotiate if needed). The
ban was not reactivated as states learned these types of weapons were to their mutual advantage,
and international humanitarian law became sufficient (at least after the Second World War) to
regulate them on a conduct basis. The Outer Space Treaty was acceptable in part because of the
vagueness of the terms: the non-militarization of space is still in states’ universal interest, but the
parties can reasonably expect these to be subject to reinterpretation should circumstances change
dramatically.10

The difficulty of cooperation in cyberspace is driven in large part by reciprocal insecurity – a
classic security dilemma [Jervis (1978)]. While all sides recognize the potential for conflict in this
space, none can agree on what an optimal solution would look like. Beyond issues of distrust,
fears are partly driven by what states think they have to lose. For instance, the US rejected
Russian proposals in 2009 ostensibly because it believed it had the most to lose [Markoff and
Kramer (2009), Segal (2016)]. Formal agreements lock in behavioral obligations, but states that
expect to lose are understandably reluctant to sign on. These expectations – whether accurate or
not – can disincentivize compliance. Beliefs and uncertainty about technological unknowns such
as the role of artificial intelligence (AI) may also exacerbate these selection pressures. Flexibility
provisions cannot solve intractable philosophical or principled differences, but they can ameliorate
concerns about institutional lock-in and future risk. As such, they can help move the world closer
to multilateral cooperation over important cybersecurity issues.
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Notes

1Last year, the US reportedly rejected a proposal by the Russian Federation to ban political interference
[Hudson (2018).

2http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/53/70

3See the Budapest Convention on Cybercrime, https://rm.coe.int/1680081561 among European and Western
powers. See also the 2014/2015 cyber cooperation pact between Russia and China: Roth (2015), Wei (2016); c.f.
Davidson (2016).

4https://www.armscontrol.org/treaties

5Although n.b. there were widespread violations during that war.
6http://www.unoosa.org/oosa/en/ourwork/spacelaw/treaties/outerspacetreaty.html

7“Red Line Drawn: China Recalculates its Use of Cyber Espionage.” FireEye iSight Intelligence. Special Report.
Jun 2016. https://www.fireeye.com/content/dam/fireeye-www/current-threats/pdfs/rpt-china-espionage.
pdf

8See Koremenos (2005), whose paper specifically models this device.
9Leaving aside compliance issues, especially in wartime, a problem to which all treaties are susceptible.

10Although experience with the Antarctic may have played an important role in incentivizing the OST. The US
State Department describes the Antarctic Treaty as the OST’s “predecessor”: see https://www.state.gov/t/isn/
5181.htm.
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Analytical Appendix: A Model of Design Bargaining

Define GT (x) as a complete information bargaining game over an international regime, Γ, between
two sovereign actors, A and B, taking place over t ∈ T periods. As is standard, players discount
each future period by a factor of δ ∈ [0, 1), where lower δ implies more value is placed on today
relative tomorrow. The terms of their agreement take the form γ ∈ Γ. At period t, each player can
either (a) decide either to “cooperate” toward the formation of an international regime by entering
into negotiations and proposing a level of γ ∈ Γ, or instead (b) “defect” by declining to negotiate
outright (i.e. offer γ = ∅).

Each player i earns zi(γ) ∈ [0, 1] from a successful agreement in each period.11 If i rejects
negotiations, then the proposed regime fails and she earns utility αibi that period and every period
thereafter (see Figure 2). The payoff for each player i is given as

ui(x) = (zi(γ) + αibi) + δ (zi(γ) + αibi) + δ2 (zi(γ) + αibi) + ...+ δt (zi(γ) + αibi)

Introducing Uncertainty

Now suppose the game repeats for T =∞ periods. Then the above utility function is algebraically
equivalent to ui(x) = (1− δ)

∑∞
t=1 δ

t(zi(γ) + bi) (player j’s payoffs are symmetrical). I now make a
critical assumption: players can evaluate their expected payoffs in the present period, but they lack
certainty about how much the “defect” strategy will pay in future periods. I argue this assumption
is reasonable: the future is unknowable even for the most prescient types, especially as t trends to
infinity. Denote i’s belief about the value of defection tomorrow as pi ∈ [0, 1].

In keeping with existing game theoretic analyses of arms control negotiations, I consider only
non-forgiving (“Grim Trigger”) strategy profiles whereby player i (and, symmetrically, player j)
cooperates until defected against (Fearon (1998)).12 If a defection is observed, the victim defects
forever thereafter, which leads to a vicious cycle of sustained mutual defection. Given this strategy,
utility functions take the form

ui(x) = (1− δ)
∞∑
t=1

δt [γ + pi(bi)]

where only bi or γ can be realized in each period; hence, a maximization procedure entailing
tradeoffs. Each players’ expected marginal benefit from the payoff stream is thus

ui(x) =
1

1− δj
[zi(γ) + pi(bi)]

Anticipating this tradeoff and player j’s response, a rational i will attempt to maximize ui(x) by
optimizing between γi ∈ [0, 1] and reserve option bi ≥ 0, given her belief system pi (while player j
does the same). There exists a critical threshold at which i is indifferent between γ = γ

′ and bi.
Since both players’ choices are symmetrical, the intersection of the two players’ indifference curves
produces an agreement of shape γ∗ ∈ Γ.13 For simplicity, set αi = 1 when both players defect and
αi = 2 when i defects but j cooperates (while aj = 0, and vice versa).14 The maximum payoff for
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Figure 2: An automaton describing sequence of play

C,Cstart D,D

Figure 3: Table of Parameters

Term Description Range
zi(x) Utility to i of regime ∈ R+

γ Regime shape ∈ [0, 1]

bi Utility of the technology ∈ R≥0
pi Probability that bi is constant in future periods ∈ [0, 1]

δi Value placed on tomorrow vis-a-vis today ∈ [0, 1)

defecting is thus 2bi+
pi(bi)
(1−δi) : 2bi in the current period, followed by the resulting payoff from mutual

defection thereafter. Solving for critical γ∗ yields the rather unweildy expression:

zi(γ) =
(2δi − pi − 2)bi

δi − 2

However, by graphing this relationship, we can study how the shape of agreement γ∗ ∈ Γ changes
as pi and δi change. Figure 4 contains three-dimensional (left) and contour plots (right) of the
relationship between the urgency of reaching an agreement (δ), beliefs about the future security
environment (p), and the shape or terms of a given agreement (γ).15 Darker shades represent more
willingness to compromise by making the terms of regime γ very strict.

As is apparent, when δ is very low, players care far more about regulating a technology today than
whether such regulation will be to their advantage in the future. When δ is high, they can afford to
wait. Similarly, when p is high, states are optimistic about their relative technological advantage in
future periods, and when p is low, they are willing to compromise in order to stymy future losses,
all else equal. Finally, only when bij is sufficiently low in value relative to zij(γ) will states be
incentivized to bargain at all: the unshaded quadrant in the upper-left hand corner of the plots

Figure 4: Relationship between agreement terms and urgency/expectations
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shows the region in which no γ can offset the expected utility of b in future rounds, making an
agreement of any shape impossible.

Finally, as a thought exercise, define beliefs about the future as a spread of uncertainty around the
median b, such that pi ≡ µb ± φi (and the same for player j). Let φi > φj , such that player i is
relatively less certain. As such j’s beliefs are more accurate than i’s and j is likelier to play the
optimal strategy independent of i’s action in the same round. j’s superiority may be a function
of her prior investment in the technology at issue, GDP trajectory, or a number of other variables
potentially related to innovative capacity.16 Given the trigger strategy outlined above, however, it
must also be true that unless φi ≈ φj ↓ 0, miscalculations by the less accurate player can still unravel
potential agreements.17 This explains why two players of uneven capacity who might otherwise wish
to cooperate might still fail to converge on a mutually beneficial solution.
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